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jackson lamb is the head of slough house and a former joe or field agent in slough house slang this
might explain his loyalty to his team when they are in peril and makes his otherwise rude and bullying
behaviour towards them forgivable with a new populist movement taking hold of london s streets and
the old order ensuring that everything s for sale to the highest bidder the world s a dangerous place
for those deemed surplus jackson lamb and the slow horses are in a fight for their lives as they
navigate dizzying layers of lies power and death herron has stated that the lead character jackson
lamb was influenced by reginald hill s andy dalziel as of december 2022 the series includes eight
novels plus several associated novellas and events in related novels early volumes have also been
adapted for television citation needed herron is the author of the hugely entertaining jackson lamb
series about a stunningly inept collection of secret agents these mess ups and headcases have been
banished from the sleek mi5 this series is also called the jackson lamb series and the slow horses
series slow horses when a young man is abducted and his kidnappers threaten to broadcast his
beheading live on the internet river cartwright sees an opportunity to redeem himself but is the victim
who he first appears to be gary oldman as jackson lamb the head of slough house who is slovenly and
rude but has a sharp and devious mind and retains his abilities as an experienced intelligence officer
jack lowden as river cartwright an up and coming and visibly competent mi5 agent shunted aside to
slough house after a very public training exercise mistake the only m i 5 agents who appear able to
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stop them are led by jackson lamb a disgusting lumpy vulgar chain smoking rabelaisian wreck of a
man slough house provides the hub for mick herron s jackson lamb spy novels of which spook street
is the fourth a series that is by some distance the most impressive new body of work in spy a terrific
spy novel ian rankin twenty years retired from the intelligence service david cartwright still knows
where the skeletons are hidden but when he forgets that secrets are supposed to stay buried there s
suddenly a target on his back mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 5 books collection set slow
horses dead lions real tiger spook street london rules paperback january 1 2018 by mick herron
author 4 7 602 ratings see all formats and editions language english publisher john murray
publication date january 1 2018 isbn 10 912365578x isbn 13 978 9123655786 jackson lamb the boss
at slough house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows better than most that this is
no innocent old man so when river s panic button raises the alarm at intelligence service hq lamb will
do whatever he thinks necessary to protect an agent in peril jackson lamb senior mi 5 official an
agent during the cold war but now relegated to slough house london overweight as well as slovenly
crude and offensive and deliberately so but can move incredibly fast without a sound just like a
crocodile and is just as wily edit descriptions of this character jackson lamb s photo gallery 24 99 53
94 stock sold out quantity sold out add to wishlist description reviews secure payment estimate
shipping titles in this set slow horses jackson lamb dead lions jackson lamb real tigers jackson lamb
spook street jackson lamb london rules jackson lamb joe country jackson lamb slow horses jackson
lamb jackson lamb the boss at slough house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows
better than most that this is no innocent old man so when river s panic button raises the alarm at
intelligence service hq lamb will do whatever he thinks necessary to protect an agent in peril jackson
lamb the boss at slough house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows better than
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most that this is no innocent old man mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 6 books collection set
slow horses dead lions real tiger spook street london rules joe country paperback january 1 2018 by
john murray author 4 7 35 ratings see all formats and editions language english publisher penguin
publication date january 1 2018 isbn 10 9526536576 isbn 13 after a literally explosive beginning
spook street once again takes us into the unloved corner of mi5 that is slough house there are a
couple of new faces but as ever jackson lamb stands as a grotesque colossus over the whole
adventure it s dark and it s gritty but there are also plenty of laugh out loud moments to break the
tension find local businesses view maps and get driving directions in google maps mick herron
jackson lamb thriller series 6 books collection set slow horses dead lions real tiger spook street london
rules joe country format paperback 4 8 630 ratings paperback from 62 00 page 1 of 7 4 37 7 24 9 19
5 04 4 35 product description lamb is coming off a spectacular 2023 campaign in which he set new
career highs across the board with 135 receptions 1 749 yards 12 receiving touchdowns and two
rushing touchdowns
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the complete guide to mick herron s slough house series Mar 28 2024 jackson lamb is the
head of slough house and a former joe or field agent in slough house slang this might explain his
loyalty to his team when they are in peril and makes his otherwise rude and bullying behaviour
towards them forgivable
slough house series mick herron books Feb 27 2024 with a new populist movement taking hold
of london s streets and the old order ensuring that everything s for sale to the highest bidder the
world s a dangerous place for those deemed surplus jackson lamb and the slow horses are in a fight
for their lives as they navigate dizzying layers of lies power and death
mick herron wikipedia Jan 26 2024 herron has stated that the lead character jackson lamb was
influenced by reginald hill s andy dalziel as of december 2022 the series includes eight novels plus
several associated novellas and events in related novels early volumes have also been adapted for
television citation needed
mick herron i look at jackson lamb and think my god did i Dec 25 2023 herron is the author of the
hugely entertaining jackson lamb series about a stunningly inept collection of secret agents these
mess ups and headcases have been banished from the sleek mi5
slough house books in order how to read mick herron s slow Nov 24 2023 this series is also called the
jackson lamb series and the slow horses series slow horses when a young man is abducted and his
kidnappers threaten to broadcast his beheading live on the internet river cartwright sees an
opportunity to redeem himself but is the victim who he first appears to be
slow horses wikipedia Oct 23 2023 gary oldman as jackson lamb the head of slough house who is
slovenly and rude but has a sharp and devious mind and retains his abilities as an experienced
intelligence officer jack lowden as river cartwright an up and coming and visibly competent mi5 agent
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shunted aside to slough house after a very public training exercise mistake
is mick herron the best spy novelist of his generation Sep 22 2023 the only m i 5 agents who appear
able to stop them are led by jackson lamb a disgusting lumpy vulgar chain smoking rabelaisian wreck
of a man
spook street the most impressive new work in spy fiction Aug 21 2023 slough house provides
the hub for mick herron s jackson lamb spy novels of which spook street is the fourth a series that is
by some distance the most impressive new body of work in spy
spook street slough house thriller 4 ebook amazon co uk Jul 20 2023 a terrific spy novel ian rankin
twenty years retired from the intelligence service david cartwright still knows where the skeletons are
hidden but when he forgets that secrets are supposed to stay buried there s suddenly a target on his
back
mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 5 books collection Jun 19 2023 mick herron jackson
lamb thriller series 5 books collection set slow horses dead lions real tiger spook street london rules
paperback january 1 2018 by mick herron author 4 7 602 ratings see all formats and editions
language english publisher john murray publication date january 1 2018 isbn 10 912365578x isbn 13
978 9123655786
spook street slough house thriller 4 paperback amazon co uk May 18 2023 jackson lamb the boss at
slough house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows better than most that this is no
innocent old man so when river s panic button raises the alarm at intelligence service hq lamb will do
whatever he thinks necessary to protect an agent in peril
character profile for jackson lamb from slow horses slough Apr 17 2023 jackson lamb senior mi 5
official an agent during the cold war but now relegated to slough house london overweight as well as
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slovenly crude and offensive and deliberately so but can move incredibly fast without a sound just like
a crocodile and is just as wily edit descriptions of this character jackson lamb s photo gallery
mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 6 books collection Mar 16 2023 24 99 53 94 stock sold out
quantity sold out add to wishlist description reviews secure payment estimate shipping titles in this
set slow horses jackson lamb dead lions jackson lamb real tigers jackson lamb spook street jackson
lamb london rules jackson lamb joe country jackson lamb slow horses jackson lamb
amazon com spook street slough house thriller 4 ebook Feb 15 2023 jackson lamb the boss at slough
house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows better than most that this is no
innocent old man so when river s panic button raises the alarm at intelligence service hq lamb will do
whatever he thinks necessary to protect an agent in peril
spook street slough house thriller 4 ebook amazon com au Jan 14 2023 jackson lamb the boss at
slough house worked with david cartwright back in the day he knows better than most that this is no
innocent old man
mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 6 books collection Dec 13 2022 mick herron jackson
lamb thriller series 6 books collection set slow horses dead lions real tiger spook street london rules
joe country paperback january 1 2018 by john murray author 4 7 35 ratings see all formats and
editions language english publisher penguin publication date january 1 2018 isbn 10 9526536576
isbn 13
spook street slough house thriller 4 hardcover amazon co uk Nov 12 2022 after a literally
explosive beginning spook street once again takes us into the unloved corner of mi5 that is slough
house there are a couple of new faces but as ever jackson lamb stands as a grotesque colossus over
the whole adventure it s dark and it s gritty but there are also plenty of laugh out loud moments to
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break the tension
google maps Oct 11 2022 find local businesses view maps and get driving directions in google maps
mick herron jackson lamb thriller series 6 books collection Sep 10 2022 mick herron jackson
lamb thriller series 6 books collection set slow horses dead lions real tiger spook street london rules
joe country format paperback 4 8 630 ratings paperback from 62 00 page 1 of 7 4 37 7 24 9 19 5 04 4
35 product description
cowboys trolled by nfl fans for ceedee lamb contract talks as Aug 09 2022 lamb is coming off a
spectacular 2023 campaign in which he set new career highs across the board with 135 receptions 1
749 yards 12 receiving touchdowns and two rushing touchdowns
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